The Company of Craftsmanship
Mitsuoka Motor is the company
of craftsmanship, luxury and
elegance, where timeless classic
cars are created with soul and
passion. Founded in 1968 by
Susumu Mitsuoka, whose vision
was to create cars that expressed
spirit and individuality and share
them with the World.
Every step in our Japanese
based factory is carried out by
skilled master craftsmen - there
is no automated production
line. Inspired by our founders
philosophy, they work with their
hands breathing passion and
energy into every car they produce.

The ultimate modern day Classic roadster

It’s all in the Design
The design of the Mitsuoka Roadster draws inspiration from the classic
British roadster heritage, combining timeless elegant styling with the latest state
of the art technology.

It’s all in the Drive

It’s all in the Detail

Refined and responsive, the
Mitsuoka Roadster makes no
sacrifices when it comes to
comfort on your journey. Rear
wheel drive, the Mitsuoka
Roadster combines conventional
classic design with the handling
of a modern day sports car.

To guide you on your journey, the
Mitsuoka Roaster is fully equipped
with the latest technology, advanced
safety features and modern touches.
Sporting
the
world’s
fastest
retractable hard top roof, opening
and closing in just 12 seconds with
the simple flick of a switch.

Experience an exhilarating drive
like no other.

Luxury and elegance without
compromise.

Small Factory with a Big Dream
Previously, Mitsuoka Motor have
only produced and sold cars in
Japan, South East Asia and the
Middle East.
Now,
under
the
exclusive
distribution of T W White & Sons,
Mitsuoka Motor are embarking on
the next chapter of the journey,
launching into one of the largest
roadster markets in the world.
Like Mitsuoka Motor, T W White
& Sons is a family run business,
established for over 50 years. With
showrooms located in Surrey,
South London and Kent, T W White
& Sons are the sole supplier of
the Mitsuoka Roadster throughout
the United Kingdom and Ireland.

@MitsuokaUK
Facebook/MitsuokaUK
#MitsuokaUK

www.mitsuoka-motor.co.uk

email: enquiries@mitsuoka-motor.co.uk
Tel: 0844 558 0293

